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Pablo and his Friend Lena were walkinghome From school when Pablo noticed
something sticking out From behind a bush. Hewent towards the bush and realized
that it was a brown paper bag halF buried in the dirt.
Lena and Pablo uncovered the bag and opened it up. Inside the bag were dozens of
twenty dollar bills!There were probably hundreds of dollars shoved insidethe bag.
Lena told Pablo that he needed to take the bag to the police station right away,and
let them Findthe person who owned the money. It would be the right thing to do.
Pablo wasn't sure that he wanted to return the money. He couldn't stop thinking
about all of the things he could buy For himself!
AFter some thinking, Pablo decided that the right thing to do was more important
than the things he could buy. He and Lena walked to turn the money in to the police.
It Felt good to do the right thing!

Summarize the events in the story above using transition words (First, next, then,
Finally).

Write the possessive Form of the nouns below. Circle the words with the same

the pencil that the teacher owns
digraph sound as "chip".

check chin

I
punch

I bunch chair churn

the jacket that belongs to the girl lock hunch chalk

I I cough lunch shirt

the milk that is For the kitten chain gunk rich

9 J I Funk jock crush
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Draw an array For the equation.

5 + 5 + 5 = 15

Make a list of at least 5 synonyms For
the word below.

Happy

Read and solve.

There were 15books on one
shelF.Another shelF held 27
books. A third shelF held 24

books. How many books were
there in all?

Match words that make compound
words.

Fire cake

cup ball

Foot quake

earth truck

Label each sentence as imperative or exclamatory. Make a list of !Coy"words.

I can't wait for summer\

Clean your room.

This is a great day\

boy

10
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The honeybee is a very interesting insect. Honeybees live in large groups called
colonies. Each colony has a queen bee, who lays eggs For new bees, and hundreds
of worker bees that do the work to build the colony and Feedeveryone.
Oneof the jobs that worker bees have is to harvest nectar From nearby
Flowers.As bees do this, pollen sticks to their bodies and is moved From one
plant to another. This process is called pollination,and it helps new Flowers grow.
Without honeybees,our ecosystems would suFFer.There would be less plants,
which would hurt every other plant and animal, includinghumans who rely on
plants For oxygen.
Weare so lucky to have the hard-working honeybees keepingour environment
growing and thriving I

What are three key detailsfrom the story above?

Match the word to its correct abbreviation. Makea list of "ol" words.

mister Dr. coin
avenue TX

doctor Ave.

Texas Mr.

11 -
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Solve each equation.

267
+Y35

Make a list of at least 5 antonyms For
the word below.

Big

It is my birthday!

Line up For recess.

Read and solve.

There were 6 baskets. Each
basket held two oranges.How

many oranges were in allof the
baskets?

Write the contraction For each set of
words.

is not

there is

12

Label each sentence as imperative or exclamatory.

Wa\k careFuHy in the haHway.
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we are

will not

Make a list of "ow" words.

Cow



Tic and Tara are twin sisters. Tia has brown hair and b\ue
eyes. Tara has b\ack hair and brown eyes. They both \ike to
p\ay soccer and video games. Tic Hkesp\aying basketbaH, too,
but Tara doesn't et1joy that as much. Tara's best Friend's
name is LHy.Tia's best Friend is Jamaya. Tia and Jamaya
\ove to go shopping, and they \ove trying diFFerent hair
sty\es. Tara and LHy wou\d rather be outside riding bikes and
practicing soccer. These two sisters have a \ot in common,
but they are very diFFerent at the same +rne'

Write 3-5 sentences comparing and contrasting Tki and Tara.

Howmuch money does Lucy have?

13

shout
Make a list of "oun words.



Solve each equation.

300
- 178

Y5'1
+56'1

Underlinethe idiom.Write the meaning
below.

Theschoolyear was almost over.Owen
wasFeelinga little blue about saying

goodbyeto his teacher.

Read and solve.

Jackie had 37 colored pencils.
She had 24 markers. She had 82

crayons. She gave away 46
crayons. How many art supplies

does she have now?

run

think

hide

Replacethe suQject of each sentence with a
pronoun.

Mary had a little lamb.

Write the past tense Form of each verb
on the line.

14

The Friends were laughing.

Humpty Dumpty FeUoFF a wal\'
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do

Draw linesto match words
that have the same beginning

sounds.

knock
sore

scene
nose

wrrre
rock

gnat



Schools everywhere should require students to wear uniforms.
First, uniforms remove the need for a dress code, so you don't
need to worry about students wearing clothes that are not good
for school. Second,uniforms make it easy for kids to get dressed
in the mornings, because they always know what they need to
wear. FinaHy,uniforms remove competition about what brands of
clothing different students have. This helps kids Focus more on
school work, instead of what kind of Flipsequin shirt their Friends
have.These are some reasons why uniForms would be great For
schools everywhere!

rare

What is the author's passage
For writing this passage?

Write two cluesFrom the
passage.

persuade

inForm

Draw linesto match words
that have the same r
controlled vowel sounds.

entertain

Write the time under each clock.

15

here

ear start

earth her

car lair
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Solve each equation.

8CJO
- 163

67CJ
+2Y5

Underlinethe simile.Write the meaning
below.

The little girl was so excited For her
birthday. Her eyesglittered like

diamondsas she stared at allof her
presents.

Correct each sentence.

jason was very smrt?

Read and solve.

Grayson had three quarters)
two dimes) and 5 nickels.His
Friend Jack said that he had

$2.00.Was Jack correct? Why or
why not?

Write the past tense Form of each verb
on the line.

16

i cant wate for springbreak

do you no howto get there'
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run

think

hide

do

Draw linesto match words
that have the same r
controlled vowel sound.

Four hurt

girl hair

wear chore

carve Farm
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I. Circle the correct answer.
How long is the crayon?

I0 centimeters
I

I I centimeters
I

12 centimeters
I
I
I

2. Measure each object.
How many inches longer is the blu
than the orange straw?

__ inches

The blue straw is inches
longer than the orange straw.

__ inches

3. Find 43 - 17. Show how to use the number line
to find the answer. '

43 - 17 =
vc
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4. Writethe time for the event.Be sure to includeA.M. or P.M.

Piano lesson in
the evening

5. Jan used an inch ruler to measure the length of
some tiles. She made a table to show her data.
Use the number line to make a line plot of the data.

Tile Lengths
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6. The table shows some children's favorite colors.
Use the data in the table to complete the bar graph.

Title:Favorite Color

~
f'"'~'~ ~="
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4Red
Blue 6

Green 3

Yellow 2

Red

... Blue
0
0
0 Green

~ Yellow

I 2 3 4 5 6
Number of Children

Unit 3 • Focus on Measurement and Data
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7. Do you need more inches or more yards to me~sure
the length of a rug?

You need more -----

,

8. Taylor has some quarters, dimes, and nickels worth 40¢.
I
I

What is the least number of coins Toylor could: have? _-
, ,

Name the coins.

I ,

MP3 q. Use an inch ruler to measure the lerigth of these scissors.
! '

I
I
I

• • I

Explain how the measure of the scissors would change
if you used a centimeter ruler to measure.

MP4 10. Niko measures the length of a toy truck and a toy tractor
!he .tractor is longer than the truck. One of the:toys .
IS.6 Inches long. The sum of the lengths is 15 inches.
Find the length of each toy. Show your work. I

Unit 3 • Focus on Measurement and Data
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